Dill Pickles Rag
Two-Step
Standard G tuning gDGbd

Elevated Bass.

Solo Banjo

Tabbed by Brian S. Kimerer 2017
"Dill Pickles Rag" was written by Charles Leslie Johnson and published in 1906. Images of the original sheet music are available by searching at the web site:

https://library.duke.edu/digitalcollections/

Search for "dill pickles rag" and click on the image.

The original score is written in the key of G, which lends itself easily to arranging for the banjo that is tuned to the open G tuning.

This version is based on the Arrangement for Banjo by Clifford Essex as a solo banjo piece. It differs slightly from the original sheet music. The Clifford Essex version was obtained from the Music Library at the Classic Banjo web site:

http://classic-banjo.ning.com/

Please note that the tuning is in the Elevated Bass, tuning, which is the modern Open G tuning for the banjo.
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